
Kingfishers’ and Nightingales’ Feedback  

Make sure that you try to keep up with the tasks that 

you have been set each day. That way, when we return 

to school, you will feel more confident about where we 

are up to. 

The feedback here describes what the class did well and 

how we can make our work even better.  

Date: Friday 22nd January 

Learning Adventure 
WOW, I have seen some brilliant story introductions this 

week and even send out my first remote gold card! 

Remember to include some of the writing skills we have 

looked at this year, such as speech, expanded noun 

phrases and subordinate clauses. Always proof read your 

work to spot your mistakes and ensure your story makes 

sense. Story writing is a time for you to show off all 

that you have learnt and use your descriptive vocabulary 

to bring your story to life! 

Maths 
Another week of brilliant maths year 4! Well done to those who 

attended our Friday zoom where we looked at the importance of 

answering questions fully and making our answer clear to the reader. 

Remember my challenge! If you send in a methodical method showing all 

of Whitney’s possible answers on Q9, you will get an extra house point! 

You have all shown great confidence in multiplying and dividing by 10 and 

100 this week, so I will be setting you a challenge for your Monday maths 

lesson! Keep up the brilliant work. 

Guided reading  

This week we have begun our new class text, 

Charlotte’s Web. We will continue to explore this 

book during the term and progress through the story. 

We have seen a real improvement with effort this 

week and most of us are now remembering to write 

in full sentences. You have all begun to include 

language from the text too which is fantastic! 

Remember your guided reading should be written out 

neatly in your books please. 

Geography 
This week you looked the purpose of map symbols and 

identified common symbols. You were also creative and 

designed your own simple but recognisable symbols, which 

were brilliant! Some of you put real effort into this task 

and presented your work brilliantly. We will continue to 

explore maps next week as we look at counties of the 

UK. Before this lesson, have a think about what county 

you live in and consider which other UK counties you 

have visited.  

Challenge—How many UK counties are there? 


